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ABSTRACT
Flow through a pipeline-cavity system can give rise to pronounced flow tones,
even when the inflow boundary layer is fully turbulent. Such tones arise from- the
coupling between the inherent instability of the shear flow past the cavity and a
resonant acoustic mode of the system. A technique of high-image-density particle
image velocimetry is employed in conjunction with a special test section, which
allows effective laser illumination and digital acquisition of patterns of particle
images. This approach leads to patterns of velocity, vorticity, streamline topology and
hydrodynamic contributions to the acoustic power integral. Comparison of global,
instantaneous images with time- and phase-averaged representations provides insight
into the small-scale and large-scale concentrations of vorticity, and their
consequences on the topological features of streamline patterns, as well as the
streamwise and transverse projections of the hydrodynamic contribution to the
acoustic power integral. Furthermore, these global approaches allow definition of
effective wavelengths and phase speeds of the vortical structures, which can lead to
physical guidance for models of the dimensionless frequency of oscillation.
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(1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 OVERVIEW OF FLOW TONES
Flow tones are generated iIi a' wide variety of config1;lrations. In essence, they
arise due to favorable coupling between an inherent instability of a separated shear
layer and a resonant acoustic mode of the flow system. Possible configurations and
physical issues associated with tone generation are reviewed by Rockwell and
Naudascher (1978, 1979), Rockwell (1983), Blake (1986), Howe (1997, 1998) and
Rockwell (1998).
The focus of the present investigation is tone generation due to flow past a
cavity. Relevant studies, which have provided considerable insight in recent years, are
summarized by Rockwell, Lin, Oshkai, Reiss and Pollack (2000). They include a jet
through a system of orifice plates (Hourigan, Welsh, Thompson and Stokes, 1990;
Stoubos, Benocci, Palli, Stoubos and Olivari, 1999), a separated shear layer past a
cavity resonator (DeMetz and Farabee, 1977; Elder, 1978; Elder, Farabee and
DeMetz, 1982; and Nelson, Halliwell and Doak, 1981, 1983), and a separated layer
,~
past a resonant side branch in the form of a duct or pipe (Pollack, 1980; Bruggeman,
Hirschberg, van Dongen, Wijnands, and Gorter, 1989, 1991; Kreisels, Peters,
Hirschberg, Wijnands, Iafrati, Riccaradi, Piva and~ Bruggeman, 1995; Ziada and
Buhlmann, 1992; and Ziada and Shine, 1999).
For a given cavity configuration, the occurrence of purely hydrodynamic
oscillations involves a number of common elements thgj: are described, for example,
by Rockwell (1983) and Blake (1986). In the presence of an acoustic resonator,
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however, the coexistence of hydrodynamic and acoustic fields influences the
.predomimintmechanismsJeadingto.highlycoherenLoscillations,as..describ~djnthe
formulation of Howe (1975, 1980).
· . The present investigation addresses the case of an' axisymmetric cavity
bounded by pipes at either end. A detailed assessment of the pressure fluctuations
associated with tone generation in this configuration is given by Rockwell, Lin,
Oshkai, Reiss and Pollack (2000). The emphasis of the current study is on the flow
patterns within the cavity. It is therefore' appropriate to consider previous
investigations that have addressed physical aspects of this class of problems; they are
briefly described below.
1.2 QUALITATIVE VISUALIZATION OF FLOW PATTERNS DURING GENERATION
OF TONES
Cremer and Ising (1967) visualized the large-amplitude oscillations of a
planar jet at th~ mouth of at). organ pipe using a Michelson inferometer. The
transverse undulations of the jet were associated with the generation of very large-
scale vortical structures in the vicinity of the impingement edge, which appeared to
exceed those attainable with a purely hydrodynamic instability. Bruggeman (1987)
injected a small amount of CO2 in an airflow past a side branch, thereby allowing
visualization of the transverse undulations of the unstable interface during coupling
with an acoustic mode. In related investigations of the same type of configuration
during flow tone generation, Ziada (1994) showed, via smoke visualization, the effect
of the level of the self-excited acoustic fluctuation on the generation of large-scale
vortices. Kriesels, Peters, Hirschberg, Wijnands, Jafrati, Riccardi, Piva and
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Bruggeman (1995) injected small amounts of Neon and Argon in the airflow· to
c:-'-'=,c-':::= -=c=-'-:Yi~J.!fl.li~~J~rth~r_'Jea_!JIJ~§-9Lth~y~I!~xf~~~tio-,na d the. distortion of its trajectory
along the mouth of the cavity due to acoustic resonant coupling. Hourigan, 'Welsh,
Thompson, and Stokes (1990) and Huang and Weaver (1991) used smoke to
visualize, during the generation of tones, the large-scale vortex generation between
two orifice plates located iI)...a ~ipe. Nelson, Halliwell and Doak (1981) used smoke to
visualize analogous large-scale vortices along the mouth of a cavity undergoing
Helmholtz resonance.
A common feature of all of these visualizations is the rapid onset of large-
.scale vortices in the separated shear layer. In fact, these patterns can be interpreted in
conjunction with an instantaneous pressure signal, in order to qualitatively investigate
the role of the vortices during the generation of acoustic power, as shown by
Bruggeman (1987), Hourigan, Welsh, Thompson, and Stokes (1990), Ziada (1994),
and Kriesels et aI. (1995). The theoretical framework in all of these investigations is
the integral relation for acoustic power formulated by Howe (1975, 1980).
1.3 POINTWISE MEASUREMENT OF FLOW CHARACTERISTICS DURING
GENERATION OF TONES
A variety of investigations have provided insight into certain features of the
unstable shear layer at selected points along the opening of the cavity. Approaches
include the use of hot wire and laser Doppler anemometry, which yielded phase- or
time-averaged representations of flow quantities. Elder (1978) and Elder, Farabee
and DeMetz (1982) employed hot-wire measurements to determine the unsteady
deflection of the wave-like interface along the mouth of a cavity undergoing resonant
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oscillations in the depthwise mode. Schachenmann and Rockwell (1980) undertook
hot wire measurements along the axis of a jet through an axisymmetric cavity at the
- --. . - ._. -._-',,- ,._ ...•_.
-exhaust-of a'plenum exCited in aHelmholtz resonance mode. A quasi-standing-wave
phenomenon through the cavity was characterized; it involved superposition of
hydrodynamic and acoustic fluctuations. Rockwell and Schachenmann (1982a,b)
considered flow tone generation due to an axisymmetric cavity bounded by a resonant
pipe at its upstream side and an orifice at its downstream side. Hot wire
measurements were employed to determine the critical values of phase shift along the
axis of the cavity that are necessary for self-sustained generation of flow tones.
Moreover, Rockwell and Schachenmann (1982a) determined the "eigenfunctions of
the unsteady shear layer, along with phase maps throughout the shear layer, and
_______ ~orresI'onding.§I'-ectral distributions_of the v.elocity fluctuation componenL Nelson,
Halliwell andDoak (1981) used laser Doppler velocimetry to deteimine the steady
and unsteady velocity fields, iIi addition to patterns of Reynolds stress, in the opening
of a cavity resonating in the Helmholtz mode. These data were employed in the
theoretical model of Nelson, Halliwell and Doak (1983), which focused on the
evaluation of the energy production. Coccola (2000) employed hot wire
measurements to characterize the shear layer past a resonant cavity and determined
the velocity spectra, veIocity- pressure coherence, Reynolds stress, root-mean-square
(rms) vorticity and mean energy production, which was interpreted within the
theoretical framework of Nelson, Halliwell and Doak (1983).
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1.4 DISCRETE AND DIS'J:RIBUTED MODELS OF THE SEPARATED SHEAR LAYER
DURING FLOW TONE GENERATION'
Representation of~the vortices along the mouth of the cavity has involved .
discrete (line) vortices, which are shed periodically from the leading-comer of the
edge or cavity. This type of vortex model, which assumes the vorticity to be
concentrated at a point, has been employed in models of flow tone generation from a
flute by Howe (1975) and from a Helmholtz resonator by Nelson et al. (1983). In
addition, Bruggeman, Hirschberg, van Dongen, Wijnands, and Gorter (1989) also
employed a line vortex representation to model resonant oscillations of a shear layer
past a side branch. These vortex simulations have proved effective in describing'
critical features of acoustic power generation according to the integral Telationship of
Howe (1975, 1980) and energy production according to the model of Nelson et al.
(1983).
The evolution of the undulating shear layer leading. to the formation of a
vortex can be modelled using a distributed representation of vorticity in the form of,
for example, a large number of discrete vortices. Hourigan, Welsh, Thompson, and
Stokes (1990) used this type of vortex sheet representation, whereby the sheet was
. .
made up of a large .number of vortex clusters in order to simulate the vortex
development between' two orifice plates during the generation of flow tones. Using a
conceptually similar approach, Kriesels, Peters, Hirschberg, Wijnands, Iafrati,
Riccardi, Piva and Bruggeman (1995) numerically simulated the evolution of the
vortex sheet using vortex clusters and obtained good agreement with flow
visualization. Further, Hofmans (1998) employed similar simulation for flow tone
generation due to a separated shear layer along the mouth of a side branch. Another
6
type of numerical approach, which involves the solution of the compressible Navier-
Stokes equations, has been undertaken by Radavich,· Selamet and Novak (1999).
Th~y co~sid~red the-vortex develOpment -durIng tone -generation for the classic
configuration of a .side branch. Their simulation accounted for the interaction
.between the mean flow and the acoustic field, and they presented instantaneous
representations of the acoustic power integral due to Howe (1975, 1980), as weil as
other terms that are associated with local compressibility and viscosity.
1.5 FLOW TONE GENERATION FROM A SHALLOW CAVITY: UNRESOLVED
ISSUES
The focus of the present investigation is on the flow physics associated with
the generation of acoustic tones arising from flow past a shallow axisymmetric cavity.
This configuration is· distinguished from those described in the foregoing
investigations in several respects. For the aforementioned cavities in the form of a
side branch or Helmholtz resonator, the depth of the cavity is sufficiently large such
that the shear layer develops in an essentially independent fashion along the mouth of
the cavity opening. In contrast, for the case of a shallow cavity, the shear layer tends
to attach to the cavity floor. This confinement effect may influence the unsteady
evolution of the shear layer instability and the associated vortex formation. In
essence, the unsteady and averaged flow patterns past a shallow cavity during the
. generation of tones is not understood.
For the majority of the flow configurations described in the foregoing,
visualization and numerical simulation, the orientation of the resonant acoustic waves·
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is orthogonal to the direction of the inflow. In contrast, for the present configuration,
they are nominally aligned, except for distortions within the cavity. This difference is
expected to influence the acoustic power generation and thereby the tendency· to·
generate phase-locked flow tones.
The inflow boundary layer m previous investigations of tone generation
arising from flow past cavities has ranged from a highly accelerated laminar to a fully
turbulent boundary layer. For the latter case, details are lacking on the transformation
from a fully turbulent state to coherent oscillations of the shear layer during
generation of a flow tone.
'The possibility of vortical structures. of widely' disparate scales in the
separated shear layer during the generation of tones has not been addressed. In the
event that the'vorticity thickness of the separated boundary layer is relatively small,.
as is the case for a fully turbulent boundary layer at separation, one expects small-
scale vortices to be formed from the leading.;edge of the 'cavity, in accord with recent
investigations of purely hydrodynamic oscillations of jet':'edge (Lin and Rockwell,
2001a) and cavity (Lin and Rockwell, 2001b) configurations with fully-deve~oped
turbulent boundary layers at separation. Generation of flow tones may, however,be
associated with the formation. of a large-scale vortex in the shear layer.. The
mechanisms by which small-scale vortices develop into larger ones in t~e shear layer
during excitation of an acoustic resonator have not been addressed.
Global,instantaneous representations ofthe flow patterns associated with flow
tone generation have not been pursued. Of particular intere~t are patterns of both the
instantaneous vorticity and the hydrodynamic contribution to the acoustic power
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integral of Howe (1975, 1980). These types of instantaneous representations, along
with others, can provide physical insight into the corresponding phase- or time-
------
averaged repr~sentations.
Generation of flow tones is assumed to involve a consistent phase-locking of
the flow patterns from cycle to cycle of the flow tone oscillation. This feature has
been clearly established for the foregoing configurations. The present situation of
tone generation due to flow past a long, shallow cavity bounded by pipes at either end
may. yield resonant acoustic amplitudes that are relatively small, and thereby an
intermittent lock-on of the hydrodynamic field, which would be evident from
examination of a succession of instantaneous states.
. The overall aim of the present investigation is to clarify the foregoing issues
using a technique of high-image-density particle image velocimetry.
9
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND TECHNIQUES
The experimental system consisted of two subsystems: the air supply system;·
and the actual pipe-cavity system.
2.1 AIR SUPPLY SYSTEM
The air supply system consisted of an air compressor, a compressed air
plenum, and an air dryer-filter unit. All of these components were self-contained in a .
room that was isolated from the actual experimental facility by a thick ceramic wall,
in order to preclude contaminating influences of noise and vibration.
The conditioned air was transmitted through the wall to an arrangement of
valves and pressure regulators, .which are shown on the left-hand side of the
schematics of Figure 1a. Line A was the primary air source for the present
experiment. It consisted of two valves and a· pressure regulator,· which were
connected to the inlet of the plenum by a flexible rubber hose. Line B was used for
extremely low flow rates, which are not part of the present series of investigations.
Finally, line C, which also included a valve and pressure regulator, provided air to the
seed generator.
.-
The principal components of the pipe-cavity system are shown in the
schematics of Figure 1a. The inlet plenum was of Plexiglas, had a diameter of 203
mm and a length of 61 em.. and housed a honeycomb structure, which acted as a flow
straightener. Furthermore, the inside of the plenum was lined with acoustic damping
foam, in order to minimize the occurrence of localized acoustic resonance. The
exhaust line of the seed generator, which was operated during Digital Particle Image
10
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Velocimetry (DPN) measur,ements, was connected. to the plenum in the manner
The. transformation from the flow ~ithin the plenum to the entrance of the
·._---_._-~-----_._-_._--.-
~---­
-----
'pipe-cavity system was accomplished· through a contraction located a,t the exit of the
plenum. .It was designed with a contour to preclude separation in the pipe inlet. A
roughened ring with a height of 1 mm and a streamwise length of 4 mm was located
immediately downstream 'of the pipe inlet. It ensured that the flow at the pipe inlet
was adequately tripped, in order to optimize the' generation of a fully turbulent
.boundary layer at the cavity inlet, as verified in the independent hotwire experiments
of Rockwell et al. (2000). At the exit of the inlet pipe, i.e. the entrance of the cavity,
the momentum thickness So relative to the pipe diameter was SolD = 0.016.
Furthermore, measurements of streamwise turbulence intensity Unus within the
boundary layer showed a peak magnitude and location characteristic of a turbulent
boundary layer, as discussed in detail by Rockwell et al. (2000).
The pipeline-cavity arrangement consisted of a 30.48 em inlet (upstream)
pipe, the cavity subsystem and a 30.48 em exhaust (downstream) pIpe. The
aluminum inlet and exhaust pipes were of 25.4 mm internal diameter.
~
Multiple pressure transducers were located along the i~let and exhaust pipes.
For the purpose of the present investigation, which requires a well-defined reference
pressure signal during the acquisition of images, the pressure transducer at a location
of 127 mm upstream of the exit of the inlet pipe was employed for all experiments,
.' unless ot)J.erwise indicated. It was essentially at the pressure antinode of the standing
wave pattern.
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2.2 CAVITY SUBSYSTEM
As shown in Figure lb, the .axisymmetric cavity was formed by sliding a
. .
. Plexiglas tube over two Plexiglas sleeves, one connected to the aluminum pipe A and .
.·'-theotherto pipe B:Detailsofthis-generalconfigurationcare describe~byRockwell et
. al. (2000). For all the present experiments, the cavity length and depth were
maintained as L = 63.5 mm andW= 1:2.7 min: ill order to allow effective application
. . ' .
.of particle image velocimetry (PIY),approximately one quadrant of the Plexiglas tube
was machined away and replaced by a thinplastic window. This thin window was of
a OJ mm thick sheetof a~etate,which was wrapped about the entire periphery ofthe
interior of the Plexiglas tube, thereby forming a smooth and continuous internal
surface of the cavity. . The major motivation for installation of this thin plastic
window was to allow recording, with insignificant refraction effects, of the particle
images. illuminated by the laser sheet. An additional consideration was the optimal
. I .
transmission of the laser sheet through the window. The thin plastic window was
designed in such a manner that it could be easily replaced when scratched or smeared
with a film of oil during the seeding process for PlY. Minimization of internal
reflection of the laser sheet was accomplished by spray 'painting the entire internal
. . .
surface with flat black (non-reflecting) paint, except fotthe quadrant of the window
employed for laser sheet transmission and recording of the particle image patterns'
over the field of view of the camera, which is indicated in the sectional cut at· the
upper rightof Figure lb.
This special design of the thin plastic window insert, which was a thin circular
cylinder, was relatively rigid in the region where it did not come into contact with the
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interior 'of the thick Plexiglas tube.' In order to ensure that the possible flexibility of
"S'
the window was not 'an, issue-;'detailed experiments were performed and compared
with the case where the thick Plexiglas tube extended about the entire periphery, as in
I., •
,~ '--_.,-
the experiments 'ofRockwell et al. (2000). Both the frequencies and magnitudes of
the spe,ctral,peaks ofthe pressure fluctuations were repeatable within two percent.,
. '
2.3 PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
;
. , :The, pr.essur~ transducer a, which is located in the aluminum pipe A on the
. '.' I
inlet side of the cavIty, ~s indic3;ted in Figure lb, ~erved as the reference signal for the
"
," PrY measti~eineJJt~;· -It was essentially at the pressure antinode for the predominant
freqtien~y of:iriterest.Preliminary experiments also involved acquisition of pressure'
.,..
"~ data at the, trahsducer locations band c on the floor of the cavity at the impingement
. '.:
comer. At all locations, a piezoelectric PCB pressure transdticer w'as employed. This
transducer had a',nominal sensitivity of 1500 mY/psi. Adjustment of the gain of the
transducer, as well as analog filtering of the transducer signal, was accomplished by
use of a multi-channel signal conditioner. Gain adjustment was crucial to meet the
voltage level requirements of the AID board.
The conditioned analog pr~ssure signals were'converted to digital format by a
digital, multi-channel data acquisition board, which houses one AID converter, and
can reach a sampling rate of 250 KS/sec (kilosamples per second) when operating in
the single mode; the effective sampling rate is reduced by a factor corresponding to
the number of channels of acquired data. In order to allow the effective interpretation
of the pressure .signal in the: time domain, i.e" to serve as a phase reference for.
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acquisition of PN images, a sampling rate of 20 KS/sec was selected. This rate is
higher than the time domain requirement of ten samples per cycle by a factor of two,
bllt,sti1110werthan the highest pos~ible sampling rate ~:tthe bollrd, there~y keeping
the data files relatively compact.
The experimental results of Rockwell et aI. (2000) provided a basis for the
selection of a locked-on flow tone. For the present cavity configuration, the inflow
velocity U == 38.22 m1sec (130 ft/sec); which corresponds to the time-averaged
. velocity at the centerline of the pipe, yielded a well-defined flow tone. Spectra are
shown in Figure lc for the three locations Pa, Pb, and pc, defined in the schematic of
Figure 1b. The dominant peak is at f =640 Hz. At location Pa, which is in the pipe
resonator well upstream· .of the cavity inlet, secondary, low-amplitude peaks
correspond to the previously-excited mode of the resonator at a lower value of
velocity. U. The dominant peak is, however, nearly one and one-half 'orders of
magnitude larger than the secondary peak. At location Pb, which corresponds to the
floor of the cavity, the background level is significantly higher, due to the enhanced,.
broadband turbulence of the separated flow within the cavity. Moreover, at location
pc, this background level is further enhanced due to the direct impingement of the
separated shear layer upon the comer. That is, contributions from both organized
vortical structures and broadband turbulence are evident in the spectrum.
The time trace of the signal at pa within the pipe was employed asa
phase reference for the image acquisition. The transducer that records pa is nearly
coincident with the lo·cation of the pressure antinode. More specifically, tbe .distance .
between them is 0.039Aa, where Aa is theacou~tic wavelength. The spectral peak at
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this location has a dimensionless pressure amplitude p/pocU = 0.0088, which
"
corie'sponds to the maximum dimensionless value of the one-dimensional acoustic
, , , particle velocity (ua)JU. Furthermore, as shown by Roc~well et al. (2000), this
-----
'locked..,on state corresponds to---a"-c high~value of the quality (Q)-factor-~of the
predominant spectral peak. The values ofQ for pressure spectra corresponding to pa,
ph, and pc in Figure1c are respectively 568,564 and 557. All of,these values are large
in comparison with the maximum attainable Q factor of the resonator pipe system in
absence of throughflow" i.e. Q =80 to 100, as determined. from preliminary
experiments. Taken together, the consistent values of Q at all transducer locations
show the global nature of the locked-on flow tone. A further indication of the
occurrence of the locked-on state is a large ratio of the peak pressure amplitude P to
the local background pressure magnitude Pbg at lock-on, P/Pbg. For the spectrum
correspo,nding topressures pa" p~, and pc, respective values of P/ppg are 1,000, 79, and
26. Clearly, the high level of broadband turbulence within the cavity' substantially
reduce~ P/ppg. ~
This locked-on state corresponds' to the coincidence or' an inherent instability
of the shear flow through the cavity with an acoustic resonant mode of the pipe-cavity
system. It is therefore appropriate to compare the frequency of the aforementioned
spectral peaks with previous correlations of the most unstable disturbance in the
separated shear layer. For the present experiments, the'value of the Strouhal number
is fDlD =0.41, which is within the band of values characteristic of a fully-evolved,
large-scale axisymmetric vortex formation in a free shear Get) flow in absence of a
cavity (Blake, 1986).
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2.4 TECHNIQUES OF HIGH-IMAGE-DENSITY PARTICLEIMAGE.VEL0C'IMETRY
Quantitative visualization was'accomplished'by a digital 'version of particle
image velocimetry (DPIV). This approach leads to tWQ-dimensionalvelocity fields
over a, desired cross-section of the unsteady cavity 'flow. ,In tum, .other
representations of the flow, such as distributions of vorticity and streamline patterns
~. ..
are attainable.
Effective, generation of seeding particles in the airflow is central to the DPIV
approach. As indicated in Figure la, the relatively low speed air in the plenum
chamber was seeded with olive oil particles having an effective diameter of one
micron. Seeding was provided by a seed generator consisting of a six jet atomizer.
The laser sheet designated in Figure 1b was generated from a dual, pulsed
Nd:Yag laser system. The pulsed laser had a maximum energy output of 90 mJ, but
only 20% of this available energy was used, in order tQ minimize internal reflections '
within the cavity arrangement. The output of the laser was transmitted through a
spherical lens" then a cylindrical lens. The resultant laser sheet had a thickness of
approximately 1 rom and a width that exceeded the cavity length. The entire
arrangement of the laser and optical system was placed on a multi-degree-of-freedom
positioning unit, in order to make fine adjustments of the laser sheet location, width
and thickness. Such a positioning system is critical, since the acquired images are
very sensitive to the alignment of the laser sheet with respect to the centerline'of the
cavity.
A digital charge-coupled device (CCD) camera was used to capture the pairs
of single-exposed,images forthe cross-correlation version of DPIV. The CCD camera
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has a total of 1024 horizontal (H) and 1024 vertical (V) pixels, of which only 1008
(H) and 1018(V)areJights~Ilsjtiye.JJwactive imager area is ofa size of 9.07 mm
-- .-- -- -.-
(H) x 9.16 mm (V), which gives a square pixel size of9.0 Jlm x 9.0 Jlm. The camera
is used at its maximum framing rate-of~30frames/sec,~which gives 15 sets of cross-
correlated images persecond. A lens ofafocalleIlgfu ofl05mmand an'extension
tube were used,. thereby providing a magnification of 1:7.3.
The CCD camera and the pulsed laser were controlled by a synchtoi1izer. The
trigger signal to the lasers was also recorded with the pressure signal, 'in order to
define the instant at which PIV images were acquired. That is, the phase of each laser
pulse is designated on a given pressure signal. With this information, it was p<?ssible
to determine the phase of acquisition of-each image of the velocity field.
2.5 IMAGE PROCESSING AND INTERROGATION
Software that employed a cross-correlation method involving two successive
Fast Fourier transforms was used to evaluate Taggedhnage File Format (TIFF) image
file pairs and obtain a velocity field for each pair. An interrogation window of 16 (H)
~
x 16 (V) pixels with a minimum of 50,particles per window ensured satisfaction of
the high-image-density criterion. Due to laser light reflections immediately adjacent
to the walls of the cavity, velocity vectors could not be evaluated accurately in these
regions; they appear as blanJ<: strips in the images shown herein.
The post~processingof the raw velocity field involved automatic validation of
the vector field by the removal of spurious vectors, replacement of the removed
vectors, and implementation of a Gaussian filter with an exponent of p = 1.3, as
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discussed by Landreth and Adrian (1989). The total number of spurious vectors,
2.6 TIME-AVERAGING OF PIV IMAGES
Pairs of image patterns, which eventually yielded a single image of the actual
velocity field, were acquired at an interval of 1/15 sec. If the nominal frlequencyof
oscillation of· the cavity shear layer is approximately 640 Hz, this framing rate
corresponds to an interval of more than 40 cycles of oscillation. It therefore provides
a suitable spacing in time for obtaining random samples for the calculation of
, .
.averaged turbulence statistics. Using this approach, a total of 128 images were
acquired...,The definition for each of the time averages, in which N is the total number
of images, is as follows:
Time-averaged horizontal component of velocity: .
tJ. 1 N
.< u > =-LUn(x,y)
N n=1 .
Time-averaged transverse component of velocity:
tJ. 1 N
< V >=-Lvn (x, y) ,
N n=1 ,.
Time~averaged vorticity:
tJ. 1 N
< co >=~L ron (x, y)
.. N n=1
Root-mean-square of ti cOn'1p~nentfluctuation:
tJ.{ 1 N . }1/2
Urms = -L[un(x,y)-<u(x,y) >]2
. N n=1
Root-mean.;,square of vcomponent fluctuation:
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A{ 1 N }112Vnns = - 'LJvn(X, y)- < V(X,y) >]2N n=l
Averaged valueo(R.eyn61ds stress correlation:
<u'v'>
"1N~ . :,
=-~)un~(x,y)- < u(x, y) >][vn(x, y)- <vex, y) >]
N n=l
2.7 PHASE-AVERAGING OF PIV IMAGES
In addition to time-averaging, phase-averaging of images was pursued. The
, y
I '
signals from pressure 'transducer Pa within the, pipe resonator was employed as a
reference., Its form was consistently sinusoidal, thereby allowing accurate definition
of values of phase on the pressure trace. Let $ indicate the phase difference between
. '
the occurrence of zero pressure amplitude and acquisition of a pair of particle image
,patterns, i.e. a single pattern of velocity. A total of five values of $ were'defined over
one cycle of oscillation. At each value of $, a bandwidth of 2il$ was defined.' In other
. . . \
words, the cycle was partitioned into five segments. All of the acquired pairs of
particle'images fell into one of. the&e five segments. There is, however a non-unique
relationship between the value of ~ of each segment and the location Xv of the vortex
in the shear layer; the vortex can occur at a different position for the same value of~. ,
This ambiguity arises from the fact that approximately two and one-half wavelengths
of the shear layer' oscillation exist along the cavity. It was therefore necessary to
invoke an additional criterion: which corresponded to the occurrence of a large-scale
vortical structure at agiven value of xv. The value of Xv with the largest number of
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occurrences at a given value of phase ~ provided the basis for selection of images to
be used in the phase-average.
The equations employed for phase-averaging are directly analogous to those
employed for time-averaging, except the average is performed for the total number of
M images at a given phase ~, as described in the for~going.
. Phase-averaged horizontal component of velocity:
. . f1 1 ~
<u>p =-.k-tum(x,y)
. M m=!
Phase-averaged transverse component of velocity:
. f1 1 M
<v>p =-2'..vm(x,y)
M m=! .
Phase-averaged.vorticity:
where M is the total number of images in a phase-average and m refers to the images
selected for the phase-average. .'
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3. TIME-AVERAGED FLOW STRUCTURE
Time-averaged images ofvorticity <00>, stream function <'If> and 'streamwise
veiocity <u> are shown in Figure 2a. At the leading-comer of the cavity, the peak
vorticity has a value of -13,212 sec-I, and at the mid-location of the cavity, which
corresponds to XID =1.25, it decreases to a significa~tly lower value of -5,468 sec-I.
This reduction in the peak value of vorticity <co> in the streamwise direction involves
changes of the profile of the streamwise component of velocity <U> shown in the
bottom image of Figure 2a. The vorticity thickness can be defined as Bro = (V I -
V2)/[d<U>/dY]max, in which VI and U2 are the free-stream velocities (or their
equivalent) on the upper and lower sides of the shear .layer. The vorticity thickness
increases linearly along the cavity shear layer according to the relation BolD =0.143
xlD + 0.0626, and has a value of BolD = 0.071 near the leading-comer" of the cavity
at xID =0.0587 and a value of Bro!D =0.241 at the mid-cavity location xlD = 1.25.
Since the wavelength and scale of concentrations of vorticity are expected to be
related to the vorticity thickness Bro, it follows that relatively small-scale
concentrations should be present in the layer separating from the leading-comer of the
cavity, while larger-scale clusters of vorticity are expected to form at locations well.
downstream of the leading-edge comer. In fact, this is the case,as will be addressed
.. ./
subsequently.
A further feature of the distributions of <u> shown in the bottom image of
Figure 2a is a relativeIys:mall magnitude ofnegative (reverse flow) velocity; it has a
maximum value of -[<u>]max/V =0.128. This flow is necessary in order to satisfy the
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entrainment demands of the separated shear layer as it develops along the cavity. At
the midsection of the cavity xID = 1.25, the volumetric flow rate Qr of the reverse
flow, normalized by the idealized volume inflow is -Qr / (UnD2/4) = 0.023. This
reverse flow is part~fa large-scale recirculating flow pattern, whichis.indicatedby
the pattern of streamlines <~> in the·middle image of Figure 2a. The recircul~tion· .
.cell is centered close to the bottom right comer of the cavity. This pattern contrasts
with the fami· and location of recirculation cells in.deeper cavities, where one or two
cells are present; and their centers are well above the cavity floor (pereira and Sousa,
1995; Takakura et aI., 1996).
. .Corresponding patterns of the velocity :t:Iuctuations and their correlation are
. given In terms ofurms, Vtms and <u'v'> in the images of Figure 2b. Significant vaiues .
'of Urms occur' in the shear layer immediately downstream of the leading-edge and,
. futther downs~eam of this region, increasingly larger regions of hi~er level Urms are
evident: In the~icinityofthe trailing-comer of the cavity, the domain oflarge values
.of Urms becomes quite extensive, which suggests movement and distortion of large-
scale clusters of vorticity through this region.. The corresponding plot of Vrms shown
." . .
in the 'middle image also indicates relatively high values of Vrms at locations upstream
. of the trailing-comer of the. cavity, which again implies large-scale activity; this.
aspect is addressed below. The peak values of Urms and Vrms normalized by the time-
a"eraged inflow yeloci!y U at the centerline of the piQ.e exit are urmslU = 0.2}3_an_d _
vrms/U = 0.163. They occur respectively at x/D=2.42 and 1.88.
. .
The velocity correlation <u'v'>, whi~h . corresponds to the predominant
Reynolds shear stress component, has relatively high values along the·cavity she~
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layer. The recirculation zone near the floor of the cavity also shows, however, a
region of significant Reynolds stress of opposite sign from that in the cavity·shear
layer. This Reynolds stress is due to the jet-like flow along the floor of the cavity.
The peak values of normalized positive and negative velocity correlation are
respectively <u'v'>1U2 = 0.0982 at x/D = 1.354 and y/D=0.075 and -0.0667 at x/D =
1.54 and y/D = -0.11. Viewing together the recirculation cell (middle image of <'If>
in Figure 2a) an9 the opposite-signed layers of <u'v'> at the lower right comer of the
cavity, it is evident that this region of the flow involves severe and rapid flow
distortion. If the geometry of this cOJ;1ler region were to be altered, it would modify
the nature of the local flow distortion, and most likely exert a global influence in
upstream regions. .
The averaged patterns in l images of Figures. 2a and 2b are inti~atelY
related to the generation of organized vortical structures in the separated shear layer
along the cavity. In the next section, these features are interpreted with the aid of
instantaneous and phase-averaged representations of the flow patterns.
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4. PHASE-AVERAGED VERSUS INSTANTANEOUS REPRESENTATIONS
···-OFFLOW-STRUCTURE _
The phase-averaging proce,ss'd~scribed in Section 2 yields averaged images of
the flow, which serve as a guide for the interpretation of instantaneous images. Fig~Ire
3a shows patterns of phase-averaged <V>p and instantaneous V velocity vectors for
the case where the phase-averaged vortex is close to the middle of the cavity, i.e. its
center is at xJD == 1.4. The patterns of velocity vectors in all of the- images are shown
in a reference frame moving with 0.25 D, where D is the time-averaged velocity at
the centerline of the cavity inlet; this reference frame yields swirl patterns that. are
centered on the extrema of vorticity. In addition to the vortex described in the
foregoing, a further feature of the pattern of <V>p is a well-defined swirl at the right-
-band side of the image. The corresponding instantaneous images indicate that this'
swirl has a relatively large transverse extent, in comparison with that of the phase-
averaged pattern, which indicates that its instantaneous structure is not as persistent as
the aforementioned vortex at the middle of the cavity.
Corresponding patterns of averaged vorticity <m>p and instantaneous vorticity
(0 are shown in the images of Figure 3b. The middle and lower images of (0 were
included in the calculation of the top image of <(O>p. Patterns of both <(O>p and (0
show the tendency to form alarge-scalestructure, which is centered at xID == 1.4, in
accord with .the centers of the swirl patterns of Figure 3a. Further downstream, at a
location immediately adjacent to the trailing-corner of the cavity, larger-scale, but
considerably less coherent, clusters of vorticity are identifiable. Moreover, a prevalent
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feature of the instantaneous· patterns of ro is the presence of small-scale vorticity
concentrations in the initially separated shear layer from the leading-comer of the·
.-------- ._'---._ .... , "'----._---- ... _- . ,
cavity. In fact, these small-scale concentrations are still identifiable in the larger-
scale clusters of vorticity. The typical wavelength Ass between small-scale vorticity
concentrations near the leading-comer of the cavity is AsJD = 0.17. Alternately, using
the vorticity thickness ()ro defined in Section 3, As/Oro = 2.39. In Section 5, these
values of wavelength will be compared with the dimensionless wavelength Abetween
the large-scale vortical structures, which scale on diameter D, since they are related to
a fully-evolved axisymmetric instability of the jet (Rockwell et aI., 2000).
Inspection of a large number of instantaneous images shows that the small-
scale vortical structures tend to form around the periphery of the large-scale vorticity
cluster. That is, the layer of small-scale concentrations rolls up to form the large-scale
lcluster of vorticity. The small-scale concentrations are, however, not phase-locked to
the generation of the large-scale vortex. Neither their generation from the leading-
comer of the cavity nor their rollup into the large-scale vortex is accounted for in the
phase referencing criteria described in Section 2.7, which focuses on the large-scale
vortex. This non-phase":"locked development of the patterns of small-scale vorticity is,
in tum, related to jitter of the position and form of the large-scale vortex formation. It
blurs the phase-averaged representation <ffi>p of the large-scale vortex, which is
shown in the pat~ern of phase-averaged vorticity <ro>p in the top image. The highest
values of vorticity are near the center of the duster of large-scale vorticity.
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Viewing the patterns of vorticity in Figure 3b as a whole, it is evident that
. large-scale vortical structures form in a well-defined- separatedshear-hl.yer along the
relatively shallow cavity. Referring to Figure 2a, the inflection point of the profile of
the streamwise velocity componerit <u> remains a significant distance above the floor
of the cavity over its entire length.. One expects, however, that if the cavity were to
be sufficiently shallow, i.e. the depth W/D 'would become sufficiently small, the
distributions of <u> shown in the bottom image of Figure 2a would be distorted, and
the development of large-scale vortices may be attenuated. The drastic· decrease in
amplitude of the pressure fluctuations at smaller W/D, characterized by Rockwell et
al. (2000), suggests that vortex formation is inhibited.
It is insightful to evaluate the values of dimensionless circulation r* =rl1tUD
for both the small- and large-scale concentrations of vorticity shown in the
instantaneous images of Figure 3b.For the small-scale concentrations, which occur
immediately downstream of the leading-comer of the cavity, the values of r* are
. approximately in the range of 0.004 <: r* <: 0.01. Regarding the large-scale cluster
of vorticity, which is particularly well defined in the bottom image and approximately
centered at xID == 1.4, the value of r* == 0.26. It is therefore evident that the value of
r* of a typical large-scale vortical structure exceeds that of the initially-formed small-
scale vortex by more than ari order of magnitude.
An indication of the magnitude of the undulations of the shear layer along the
cavity is provided by the variation of the transverse (vertical) vdocity component v.
Figure 3c gives contours of constant phase-averaged (transverse) velocity <v>p in the
top image, as well as instantaneous (transverse) velocity v in the middle and bottom
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Images. In all images, it is evident that a substantial transverse (vertical) gradient of
the phase-averaged <v>p and instantaneous v velocity occurs at a given value of
streamwise distance x/D. The spatially nonhomogeneous development of the shear
layer along the cavity, its impingement upon the trailing-comer, and the proximity of
the floor of the cavity to the shear hiyer, are all associated with the lack of spatial
periodicity of the patterns of phase-averaged velocity <v>p and instantaneous velocity
v. Nevertheless, it is possible to obtain an estimate of the streamwise wavelength
AID, which is the distance between either positive or negative extrema of <v>p. For
the phase-averaged representation shown in the top image of Figure 3c, the value of
dimensionless wavelength is approximately AID == 1.0, while for the instantaneous
patterns in the middle and bottom images, the corresponding values lie in the range
0.90 <: AID <: 0.95. These patterns of 3c show the difficulty of attempting to deduce
values of AID on the basis of a constant elevation yID, which is the traditional
approach employed for pointwise measurements of this class of flows, as assessed by
Rockwell (1983).
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5. SPACE-TIME EVOLUTION OF FLOW PATTERNS
-moi'aettoshow the variation of spatial representations of velocity,vorticity__
and streamline topology at successive phases of the oscillation cycle, phase-averaged
representations of .the images were employed. An overview of the basic types of
images is given in Figure 4. The top image shows phase-averaged velocity vectors
<V>p in a frame of reference moving at 0.25 U. This frame results in a location of the
center of the swirl pattern that is nearly coincident with the location of maximum
vorticity in the corresponding image of phase-averaged vorticity <co>p, which is given
in the middle image. The pattern of phase-averaged streamlines <'I/>p, which is
shown in the bottom image of Figure 4, is determined from the pattern of velocity
vectors in the laboratory reference frame. The focus of the swirling streamline
pattern is at essentially the same value of xJD as for the aforementioned maximum
vorticity <co>p and center of the swirl pattern of velocity vectors <V>p, which are
shown respectively in the middle and top images. The vertical location of the focus
of the streamline is, however, substantially lower than the centers of the patterns in
the top two images.
The evolution of patterns of phase-averaged vorticity <co>p and velocity <V>p
is shown for three successive phases of the oscillation cycle in Figure Sa. The large-
scale swirl patterns indicated by the velocity vectors beneath each respective vorticity
image are generally aligned with the regions of maximum vorticity and, moreover,
the transverse (vertical) extent of these swirl patterns is in accord with the increase in
size of the large-scale clusters of vorticity. The large-scale cluster continuously
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develops to the point where, in the bottom image of vorticity <co>p, it appears as a
distinct entity. The agglomeration of vorticity in successive images to _yield the
. distinct cluster shown in the bottom image does not, however, involve a significant
change in the value of dimensionless circulation r* =rhtUD, provided that the value
of r is determined as' follows. In each image, the circulation r was calculated from
the area integral of vorticity. The domain of calculation extended a distance of 0.42 D
in either direction from the location of maximum vorticity, which corresponded to the
distance to the edges of the large-scale cluster of vorticity in the bottom image. Using
this approach, the values of dimensionless circulation fall in the range of 0.19 <: r* <: .
0.21 for all images, which indicates that the redistribution of vorticity into a large-
scale cluster occurs in absence of significan~ diffusion effects. The consequence of
this redistribution on the generation of acoustic power will be addressed below. FOf
purposes. of comparison, it is interesting to note that the value of r* of large-scale
Kamuin vortex formation from a cylinder of diameter D in a freestream of velocity U
is of the order of unity, i.e. r* == 1, as measured by Green and Gerrard (1993). A
further feature that can b~ deduced from the bottom vorticity image of Figure Sa is
the streamwise'length scale f of the distinct, large-scale cluster of vorticity, which is
the streamwise distance between the edges of the lowest closed vorticity contour. It
has a value of flD = 0.84. This value is substantially larger than the corresponding
streamwise length scale fss of the. small-scale concentrations of vorticity shown in the
patterns of instantaneous vorticity of Figure 3b. On the basis of those patterns, 0.1 <:
fsslD <: 0.15.
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Patterns of corresponding streamlines in the laboratory frame of reference are
sbQwnjnFiguI~_5b._Th~_~ffeGl_QfJh~ l~g~~sG~l~_GhJst~r~_QLYQ!:tic::itYQfJ~iglJX~ Sl!is
to induce foci (centers) of the spiraling streamline patterns that are significantly
below the regions of maximum vorticity in each of the respective images. The
streamline patterns, which are centered at the same streamwise location as the large-
scale clusters of vorticity, undergo changes with successive phases of the oscillation
cycle, Le. in the top, middle and bottom images of Figure 5b. In the top image, the
pattern shows an outward spiral of streamlines with no limit cycle, Le. no closed
streamline. At a later phase, corresponding to the middle image, the innermost
streamline pattern spirals outward to a limit cycle; exterior to this limit cycle, the
pattern spirals inward, corresponding to a stable limit cycle. Finally, in the bottom
image, where the cluster of vorticity of Figure 5a is particularly large, the size of the
limit cycle has become quite large; inside it, the streamline spirals inward, while
exterior to it, the spiral is in the outward direction, which corresponds to an unstable
limit cycle. Moreover, for this phase of the shear layer development, a second limit
cycle is evident at a location further upstream.
Viewing together all of the streamline patterns of Figure 5b, the centers of all
of these spirals are at vertical locations between the locus of maximum vorticity along
the shear layer (compare top image of Figure 2a) and the floor of the cavity, which is
located at ylD =-0.5. The spirals. do not, however, have a relationship to the
stationary "cells" that typically exist within a cavity. They do contribute, however, to
the time-averaged topology of the streamlines, which is shown in Figure 2a. It
indicates that a single, steady recirculation eddy or cell is located at the lower right-
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hand comer of the cavity. In other words, the streamline patterns of Figure Sb are
simply linked to-the occurrence of definable,.-large-scale- clusters ofvorticity-in-the- _-
shear layer, and they are centered below the vorticity concentrations due to the
reference (laboratory) frame of observation.
The evolution of patterns of phase-averaged vertical velocity <v>p, which
correspond to the patterns of vorticity, velocity and streamline topology shown in
Figures Sa and Sb, is given in Figure Sc. The middle pattern of Figure Sa is the same
as the top pattern of Figure 3b. The succession of images of Figure Sc, from top to
bottom, corresponds to increasing scale of the large-scale cluster of vorticity.
Correspondingly, the spatial extent of regions of high positive and negative v
increases from the top to bottom images of Figure Sc. In the top image, it is not
possible to identify a characteristic wavelength A. In the middle and bottom images,
the streamwise wavelengths between centers of the highest values of positive <v>p
are AID =1.02 and 0.97 respectively. These values compare well with those deduced
from the phase-averaged and instantaneous images of Figure 3b, which indicates that
the value of AID remains relatively constant as the vortex pattern_ evolves over the
streamwise distance indicated in Figure Sc. Using the types of images shown in
Figure Sc, it is also possible to determine the dimensionless phase speed cvfU. If a
total of five phases are considered, the average value is cvfU =0.48, with a deviation
of less than six percent.
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6. RELATION OF FLOW.PATTERNS TO ACOUSTIC POWER INTEGRAL
-The· vorticity. field.along.the. Gavity is related to t~~ generatio~_of acoustic
power according to the relationship established by Howe (1975, 1980):
. ~-
(1)
in which Po is the density, eN is the elemental volume, QXx,y) and V(x,y} are the
vorticity and -velocity of the hydrodynamic field and !!a is the acoustic particle
velocity. The integrand of equation (1) can be decomposed into-projections in the
streamwise x and transverse y directions as follows:
where i and 1are the unit vectors in the x and y directions. The emphasis here is,
first of all, on determination of the vectors 0) X V, then the x and y projections of this
vector field according to [m x V]x and [m x V]y. It should be emphasized that, for our
present considerations, the vorticity ill and velocity V will not be decomposed into
time-averaged and fluctuating contributions. The consequence of this decomposition
,...,'-..
on the term 0) x V and its projections in the x and y directions is beyond the scope of
this thesis.
Figure 6a shows vectors of ill x V for three successive phases of the
oscillation cycle. For purposes of comparison, the corresponding patterns of phase-
averaged vorticity <ill>p are illustrated immediately beneath each image. All images
of 0) x V show relatively large vertical, downward-oriented vectors, which are
primarily· due to the high values of 0) immediately downstream of the leading-corner
of the cavity. With increasing streamwise distance, the magnitudes of these vectors
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decrease somewhat until, at the location of the large-scale cluster of vorticity,
especially for the largest-scale cluster of vorticity shown at the bottom of Figure 6a.
'I' .. .. _
Figure 6b shows the transverse projections of the hydrodynamic contribution
to the acoustic power integral for the phase-averaged patterns in Figure 6a. As shown
in Figure 6a, the agglomeration of vorticity leads to a more clearly defined, distinct
cluster of vorticity at larger streamwise distances. This agglomeration results in
regions of larger spatial extent of high levels of [<ro>p x <V>p]y. Correspondingly,
the sequence of images of Figure 6c shows the streamwise projection of the
hydrodynamic contribution [<ro>p x <V>p]x. In this series, the effect of the increased
agglomeration' of vorticity is even more evident, as the spatial extent of large values
of [<ro>px <V>p]x increases at larger values ofstreamwise distance along the cavity.
Figure 6d shows the transverse projections of the hydrodynamic contributions
to the acoustic power integral for the same phase of the oscillation cycle as the middle
set of images of Figure 6a. Both phase-averaged [<ro>p x <V>p]y and instantaneous
[ill x V]y are depicted. The top image' of Figure 6d, which is the phase-averaged
representation [<ffi>p x <V>p]y, shows that the highest levels are indeed at locations
immediately downstream of the leading-comer of the cavity, as evident in the
corresponding vector plot of Figure 6a. Significant levels persist up to about xID =
·--1-;6.-At-loGations-further~downstream,-generally-loweLleYelLare apparent. The
corresponding images of instantaneous [ill x V]y shows high levels of [ill x V]y
immediately downstream of the leading-comer of the cavity and, in addition, a
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nu.mber of concentrated regions at loca~ions further downstream. They are due to the
instantaneous, small-scale vorticity concentrations shown in the instantaneous images
of Figure 3b.
Patterns of phase-averaged [<O»p x <V>p]x and instantaneous -[m x V]x, which
represent projections in the streamwise (x) -direction, are given in Figure 6e. All
images show that the highest positive and negative levels are associated with the
large-scale cluster of vorticity (compare -Figure 3b). That is, the-largest negative
values tend to occur in the phase-averaged representation (top image) at x/D =1.55
and the largest positive contributions at x/D =1.18. The corresponding location of
the large-scale, phase-averaged vorticity_ is at x/D =J.4 (compare Figure 3b). The
overall form and general locations of the maximum positive and negative values in
the i~stantaneous images of Figure 6d are generally similar.
Comparison of the peak values of the phase-averaged representations of the
transverse (y) and streamwise (x) contributions, which are given in Figures 6d and 6e,
provides the following observations. The peak value of the transverse projection
[<ro>p x <V>ph, which occurs near the leading-corner of the cavity, is -246,152 m/s2;
this value is located within the minimum contour level of the top image of Figure- 6d.
In comparison, the peak values of the streamwise projection [<ro>p x <V>p]x are of the
order of -40,000 m/s2, within the minimum contour level, in the top image of Figure
6e. These peak values occur at the location where a large-scale cluster of vorticity
appears near the mid-region of the cavity. It is evident from equation (1) that the dot
product between the hydrodynamic contribution and the acoustic particle velocity, Le.
em x V) . !!a, _determines the effectiveness of the acoustic power generation. For the
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phase· of the oscillation cycle represented in FigUres 6d and 6e,. one arrives at the
followiiigobservations. The direction ofthe acoustic partIcle velocity !!a is, within
the inlet and outlet pipes, in the streamwise (x) direction. Near the leading- aQ-d
trailing-edges of the cavity, however, a significant component in the y direction is
. expected to be present, i.e. [yah in equation (2) will be nonzero. It is therefore
expected that the relatively high values of the phase-averaged' projection of the
transverse component of the hydrodynamic contribution [<co>p x <V>ph, which
occurs at a relatively high level near the leading-comer of the cavity .could, in
conjunction with the significant value of l:!!ah in that region, produce a significant
contribution to the acoustic power integral. Similarly, detectable contributions may
be apparent near the trailing-comer of the cavity, where much lower level, but
nevertheless discernible, values of [<ro>p x <V>ph occur. Over the central region of
the cavity, where the streamwise projection [Ya]x is expected to dominate the
. magnitude of the acoustic particle velocity, contributions from the large-scale cluster
of vorticity are expected to be significant, which is evident from relatively high levels
in the top image of Figure 6d. Note, however, that regions· of both positive and
negative [<ro>p x <V>p]x occur adja<;:ent to each other.
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7. FLOW PATTERNS DUE TO DEVIATIONSFROM LOCKED-ON STATES
The' pfimary'emphasIsofthe present work is on-ihelo-ciced-=-on-states of large-
scale vortex development in the separated shear layer. As indicated in Section 2.7,
two criteria were employed in order to assess the phase-locked flow patterns: (a) all
selected images must occur within the same band of narrowly-defined phase on' the
reference pressure signal; 'and (b) the centers of the vorticity concentrations of the
large':'scale structures must occur at a given value of streamwise distance along the
.cavity. Examination of the entire sequence of images showed, however, that even
though condition '(a) was satisfied, condition (b) was not necessarily satisfied by all
images.
Figure 7a shows representative instantaneous images. The top image is from
the phase-locked sequence; it satisfies criteria (a) and (b). The middle and bottom
images correspond to the left and right sidebands of the locked-on state. That is, they
correspond to images that satisfy condition (a) but not (b). The middle image shows a
large-scale concentration of vorticity that occurs to the left of the center of vorticity of
the top image, whereas the bottom image shows a concentration located to the right of
the center of the top image. All of the patterns of Figure 7a occur when the reference
pressure signal is essentially sinusoidal, which is indicative of a locked-on resonator
response. This suggests that effective and consistent excitation of an acoustic
resonatorcanoccur-in-presence of intennittency-between-Iocked-on-and-non-Iocked-,
on states of the flow patterns. Apparently, the fact that the resonator is lightly
damped means that it requires a large number of oscillation cycles to decay from a
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given state of excitation, thereby allowing a degree of intermittency in the locked-on
Figure 7b shows the results-ot-averaging: (a) phase-locked images, one of
which is shown in the top image ofFigure 7a; and (b) non-phase-Iocked images, two
of which are shown in the bottom and middle images· of Figure 7a. The top image
corresponds to a phase-average of eleven instantaneous images from the phase-locked
set. The second image is obtained from an average of the top image with one image
from the left and right sidebands, which are represented by the types of patterns of
vorticity shown in the middle and bot~6m images of Figure 7a. The third image of
Figure 7b includes two instantaneous images from the left and right sidebands and the
C· ....
bottom image of Figure 7b includes three images from each of the sidebands.· It is
therefore evident that phase averaging strictly on the basis of a reference signal in the
pipeline-cavity system can lead to distorted representations, at least for low levels of
the self-excited acoustic signal characteristic of the present configuration, described
in Section 2.4.
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8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
',"--,-
A pip~line~da~ity-;y~t~1n~ whi~~--in~ofve~-a-fuify:iUibuient"='bounQaryTayer-aY'--~'--- --
the inlet of the cavity, can generate locked-on flow tones. They are due to coupling
. v'\...
between the inherent instability of the initially turbulent shear flow and a resonant
acoustic mode of the pipeline-cavity system. In the present investigation, the detailed
"<.
flow structure was determined for a locked-on state of flow tone generation. A
technique of high-image-density particle image velocimetry was employed in
conjunction with a special design of an axisymmetric cavity. This approach allowed
acquisition of patterns of particle images through a very thin curved window in the
cavity test section, while preserving the integrity of the internal geometry of the
axisymmetric cavity system. Analysis of these patterns yielded global, instantaneous,
as well as time-averaged and phase-averaged representations of the flow' strtlcture.
Velocity and'vorticity fields, streamline topology and turbulence statistics, as well as
representations of the hydrodynamic contribution to the acoustic power integral,
provided a physical basis for the interpretation of the flow characteristics during tone
generation. The central findings are briefly summarized in the following.
The time-averaged features of the flow pattern include: averaged velocity,
" .,..
averaged vorticity, streamline topology and turbulence statistics. The averaged
vorticity is high at the leading-corner of the cavity, due to the latge slope of the fully
turbulent velocity profile. This high vorticity level decays rapidly along the cavity
shear layer; in fact, the magnitude of averaged vorticity at the trailing-corner of the
cavity is over a factor of two lower than at the leading-corner. The decay of vorticity
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is accompanied by a corresponding increase in the vorticity thickness, which is
inversely proportional to the maximum slope of the velocity distribution. It grows
linearlywith streamwise distance along the cavity. The corresponding distribution of
the averaged streamwise velocity component at all locations along the cavity is well
approximated by a hyperbolic tangent function, which is bounded on the lower side
by a region of low magnitude reverse flow near the floor of the cavity. This
preservation of the shape of the averaged velocity distribution is remarkable; it occurs
in a shallow cavity, where the distance between the shear layer and the floor of the
cavity is relatively small.
Further features of the time-averaged flow field involve the streamline
topology, which shows a single recirculation cell centered at the downstream comer
of the cavity, rather than multiple cells distributed along the floor of the cavity.
Existence of a single cell at this location suggests that modification of the cavity
J
geometry in the vicinity of the trailing-comer could alter the return flow to upstream
regions of the shear layer, where it satisfies entrainment demands. ill tum, this effect
would alter the averaged transverse deflection of the separated layer, and perhaps the
development of large-scale vortices as well. These features of the altered flow field
shoulq be considered together with concepts of acoustic power generation, which are
related to the vorticity and the hydrodynamic component of velocity. Furthermore,
this topology of a comer recirculation cell is associated with two regions of Reynolds
. stress upstream of the trailing-comer of the cavity: a region in the shear layer, which
represents the classi~al stress pattern in a separated shear layer; and a region of
opposite sign parallel to the first, located near the floor of the cavity, and arising from
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the jet-like nature of the return flow. Clearly the region of the cavity in the vicinity of
the trailing-comer represents a domain of severe mean flow distortion, which is
linked to rapid distortion of vortical structures that impinge upon the comer.
The instantaneous structure of the development~ofJhe separated shear layer
along the cavi~y shows very small concentrations of vorticity in the initially-
.separatingshear layer from the leading-comer. These small structures have a value of
vorticity that is a factor of four higher than the averaged vorticity in the separating
layer.· As the shear layer develops in the downstream direction, the small-scale
vortical structures agglomerate to form large-scale vortical structures. As many as six
small-scale concentrations of vorticity comprise a given "large-scale cluster of
. vorticity, and the dimensionless circulation of these small-scale structures is of the
order of one-fourth to one-tenth of the circulation of the eventually-formed large- .
scale cluster.
Phase-averaged representations of the flow structure. tend to smooth out the·
contributions from the highly concentrated small-scale concentrations of vorticity and
velocity, indicating that they are not phase repetitive with the large-scale structures.
The evolution of large-scale clusters of vorticity during an oscill~tion cycle shows
that the transverse scale of such vorticity clusters, as well as the induced swirl of the
velocity field, occupies a major share of the c~vity depth. These features are
interpreted in conjunction with patterns of streamline topology, which show the
generation of well-defined stable/unstable limit cycles. All of these representations
l .
indicate that the unsteady evolution of the shear layer along the present shallow
cavity is distinct. from that along a deeper rectangular cavity, where the unsteady
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separated shear layer along the mouth of the cavity is sufficiently thin in comparison
with the cavity depth and essentially independent, large-scale recirculation cells
within the cavity coexist with the unsteadiness of the developing shear layer.
Global representations of the contours of constant transverse velocity along
the cavity allow the determination of the effective wavelength A of the undulations
along the cavity. The form of these contours demonstrates the difficulty in attempting
to deduce an effective wavelength A at any given transverse elevation along the
cavity. The fact that the cavity is shallow, and the patterns of vorticity and transverse
velocity are significantly distorted by the proximity of the floor of the cavity, requires
that the entire field of transverse velocity be assessed to determine effective
wavelengths. This approach can provide a basis for physical interpretation of the·
frequently used correlation flJU = (cvlU)(n + a), in which n denotes the stage or
mode number, which can be approximated as the number of wavelengths of the
unstable shear layer along the cavity, a is an end correction and Cv is the phase speed
of the instability wave or, equivalently, of individual vortical structures.
Phase-averaged .and instantaneous representations of the hydrodynamic
l
contribution to the acoustic power integral, which involve the curl of vorticity with
hydrodynamic velocity, Le. 0) x V, shows that large vectors of this quantity occur not
only at the locus of the large-scale cluster of vorticity, but also in the region
immediately downstream of the leading-comer of the cavity, where the levels of
mean vorticity are very high. The term (0 x V can be decomposed into projections in
the streamwise and transverse directions. The streamwise projections show two
. clusters of opposite sign, centered at the large-scale cluster of vorticity, as well as
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identifiable contributions· from the small-scale concentrations of vorticity
immediately downstream of the leading-corner of the cavity. Regarding the
transverse projection of ill x V, high levels of substantial spatial extent occur at the
location of the large-scale cluster of vorticity, but the peak levels' are evident along
the entire extent of the shear layer from the leading-corner of the cavity to the·
formation of the large-scale cluster of vorticity. Furthermore, corresponding
instantaneous representations of this transverse projection show high local values
corresponding to the small-scale concentrations of vorticity, even those that lie within
the large-scale cluster of vorticity. For all of the foregoing representations, the
vorticity ill and the velocity V have not been decomposed into time-averaged and
fluctuating components, and their consequence on co x V and its horizontal and
vertical projections has not been pursued. Furthermore, the magnitude, direction, and
phase of the acoustic velocity vector at a given location, which was not addressed in
the present investigation, will determine the degree to which the horizontal and.
-
vertical projections of co x V contribute to the acoustic· power integral; this aspect
deserves further consideration.
The traditional approach to characterization of a locked-on state of flow tone
generation is based on time-averaged oJ phase-averaged representations of pressure
and velocitfusing pointwise measurement techniques. The present type of imaging
approach shows that even though the unsteady pressure response in the acoustic
---_._-----_.~-_.~-- - ------- -- -
resonator is highly periodic and persistent, the patterns of, flow structure, e.g.,
vorticity, are not necessarily perfectly repeatable at a given phase of the pressure
fluctuation. Although a predominant state of the flow pattern represents the locked-on
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state, deviations, or sidebands, of flow patterns occur about the locked-on structure.
~ ~ _.,__..-,..J]!~~~!1~~$!~pce· }~,)~~p~~~~~averagi~g i~ employed strictly on the basis of the
reference signal in the resonator, representations of flow structure will be smoothed,
.. Le., distorted, in relation to a ~epresemation based solely on occurrences Of purely ~
locked-on states of the flow. From a physical standpoint, the pipeline-cavity
resonator is lightly damped, so that when non-locked-on states of the flow occur, the
resonator response is relatively' unaffected, since a large number of cycles' of
oscillation are required for the resonator response to decay significantly. It should be
noted that this type of effect most likely is limited to cases where the' acoustic particle
veloCity is very small in relation to the characteristic velocity of the mean flow. For
the present situation, it is over two orders of magnitude smaller. For other types of
resonator configurations, e.g., a lIghtly damped side branch, the acoustic amplitudes
can be much larger and one can anticipate a highly consistent flow structure from one
cycle to the next.
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Figure 2a: Representations of time-averaged flow field. Upper image shows the averaged
vorticity field; middle image gives corresponaing streamline patterns viewed in a laboratory
(fixed) frame and bottom image shows distributions of the streamwise component of the
averaged velocity at six locations along the cavity. In the top image, the minimum contour level
is -11,740 sec'· and"the incremental level is 1,620 sec'·.
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Figure 2b: Representations of time-averaged flow field. Upper image shows contours of constant
root-mean-square of the streamwise velocity fluctuation, u,.".. Minimum contour level is 5.5 mls
and increment is 0.5 mls. Middle image shows contours of constant root-mean-square of the
transverse velocity fluctuation, Vnns ' Minimum contour level is 2.84 mls and increment is 0.57 mls.
Bottom image shows contours ofconstant velocity correlation, <u'v'>. Minimum contour level is
-77.35 m2Mand increment is 20.1 m2M. The first level above zero is omitted for clearer
illustration of the shear layer.
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Figure 2b: Rcprcsentcltlons of timc-a\-craged !lO\\ field. Upper lmage shO\\'s contours of constant
nHll-mean-square of the stream\\'ise \'elocity fluctuation. u,. ' Minimum contour level is 5.5 m/s
:mel li1Crement'b 0.5 meS, \1ldd1c lmage'sh()\\s contours of constant rOOT-mean-square of the
u-an:'\erse \elocny lluetua\Jol1. "cc.' \Imlmum contour kvells 2.8--1 ms anclmcrement lS 0.57 ms.
Bu[\o!11 lmagcrsho\\s contours of constant \'eloclt;: correiation. <u'\">, \Ilnlmum contour Je\'cJ l\
---,.~5 111 S aile! JI1crement l\ 20.1 m' s·. The first le\'el a1>o\e /ero l:' Olllitted 1'01' clearer
Jilu:'tr:ltlOJ1 ufthe shear byeI'.
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!Figure 3a: Comparison of the phase-averaged pattern of velocity vectors (top image) with two
patterns ofinstantaneous velocity vectors (middle andbottom images). Both the middle andbottom
images were included in thephase-averaging process thatyielded the top image. All three images are
in a reference frame moving at 0.25 U, where U is the time-averaged velocity at the centerline ofthe
cavity inlet. .
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p,ltlerns ot'mstantaneous yelocny \TClOrs (middle and bOllOIl1Jmages), Both the I1llddle and botiol1l
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Figure 3b: Comparison of the phase-averaged pattern ofvorticity (top image) with instantaneous
patterns ofvorticity (middle andbottomima,ges). Boththe middle andbotto~ images were included
in the phase-averaging process that yielded the top image. In all three images, the minimum contour
leveEs -16,000 sec·l.and the increment is 1,280 sec·l. The fIrst level above zero, as well as below
zero, is omittedfor clearer illustration ofthe flow structure.
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Figure 3b: C(Jmparison of the phas('-a\eraged pattern of\orticity (top Image) \\·ith 1I1stantaneOLlS
pancrns (middle and botto111Illlages). Both the llllddle and bottolllllllages \\·erc mcluded
In thc phlSe-c1\eraglr1g process that YIelded the lOp Image. In allthree imagcs. the lllinl1l1L1111 contour
le\c'llS -I (J.UOOscc' and the ll1erCme11l1S 1.2:-:0 sec Thelirstle\e1 abo\c ICnJ. :IS \\ell as bclO\\
lero. l~ ol11ittcu t~}rclcarcrJ11ustralIon ofthe nO\\" structurL~.
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Figure 3c: Comparison of phase-averaged pattern of transverse velocity (top image) with
instantaneous patterns of transverse velocity (middle and bottom images). Both the middle and
bottom images were included in the phase-averaging process that yielded the top image. In the top
image, the minimum co~tour level is -5.63 m/s and the increment isO.81m/s. In the middle and
bottom images,the minimum contour level is'-12.06 m/s and the mcrement is 1.47 mls. In both
instantaneous images, the first.level above zero is omitted for clearer illustration of the flow
structure.
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Figure 3c: Companson of phase-a\l:raged pattern of trans\Crse \l:locity (top Image) \\ith
IIFlantaneous pattems or transverse \e]oeity (middle and bottom Images l. Both the middle and
botll)IY, Images \\ere included mthe phaSe-~l\eragmgprocess that yielded the top Image. In the top
lmage. the m!l1lml~m cOlllour Je\ells -5.63111 S and the lllcre111ent is 0.81 111 s. In' the Illlddle and
hOlW111 Images, tile 1ll1l111llU1l1 conlOur 1e\'ellS -12.06 ms and the merClllCIll IS 1.47 III s. In both
!l1st~mtal1eous l111ages. l!1e flrst level abcl\e zero IS olllllted for clearer JilustratlOl1 or the flo\\
structure.
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Figure 4: Representations of the phase-averaged flow field. Top image shows phase-averaged
velocity in a frame moving at 0.25 U, where U is the averaged centerline velocity at the cavity inlet.
The middle image illustrates the phase-averaged vorticity, and the bottom image, gives the'phase-
averaged streamlines in the laboratory (fixed) frame. In the middle image, the minimum contour
level is -16,000 sec·1 and the increment is 1,280' sec'! .The first two levels above and below zero are
omitted for clearerdemonstration ofthe flow structure.
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Figure -l: RepresentatlOJ1S of the phase<l\eraged 110\\ lield. rop image sho\\'s phase-averaged
\L'Il1(lc\ 1I1 a frame mO\lllg at 0.25 U. where U IS the a\'eraged centerline velocity at the ca\'ity inlet.
lirc' mIddle Image illustrates the phase-a\eraged \OrtiClly. and the bOllOill image gl\cs the phasc-
"."",,,,o,j streamlrlles ill the laboraton (fl:\ed) frame. In the mIddle lIllac:e. the Illll11IllU111 contour
1<:\e] I.'; - i 6.IJOO sGc and the II1cremel;t IS 1.280 sec' The first two !c\'cls:tbo\e and bcl(m zero arc
nniilLL~J for clearer dcnlonstratJon o(th~ 110\\- structure.
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Figure Sa: Phase-averaged patterns ofvorticity and velocity at successive
phases of the oscillation cycle. For the vorticity patterns, the minimum contour
level is -16,000 sec·! and the mcrement is 1,280 sec· l • The ftrst two levels
above and below zero are omitted for clearer illustration of the flow structure.
Color coding for vorticity levels is the same as for Figure 4. .
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Figure Sa: Phasc-a\craged paltems of Hlrtlcity and \clocity at successive
phases of the oscillation cycle. For the Hxticlty patterns. the minimum contour
Incl IS -16/)00 sec and the lllCremC!1l IS 1.280 sec •. The first t\\O le\'Cls
abme and beloll zero are olllltted for clearer illustratIOn of the 110\1 structurc.
Color coding for \orlicity lc\T1s IS the sam\:' as for FIgure -+.
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:Figure 5b: Phase-averaged streamlines in the laboratory (fixed) reference frame at successive phases
. of the oscillation cycle. . .
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(Ii;;ed) relCrenee frame at SllCeCSq\c phases
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.Figure 5c: Contours ofphase-averaged transverse velocity at successive phases of the oscillation
cycle. In all three images, the minimum contour level is -5.63 mls and the increment isO.8! mls.
The fIrst two levels above and beldW zero are -omitted for clearer illustration of the flow
structure.
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Figure 5c: COillO rS,ofphasc-ahTagcd trans\'crsc \'cloclt) at SUCCCSSIH: phascs oflhe oscillation
<.clc, In all three magcs. thc I111111mUI11 contour level IS -5,():; illS and the Il1crel11em is O,S 1 111 s.
The first t\\O Ic\c s abc1\<':: and bclow lCro arc ol11lttcd for cicarer illuSlral10n oi'the illl\\
:,tructurc. (
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Figure 6a: Representations ofthe hydJ:Odynamic contribution to the acoustic power integral at three
successive phases of the oscillation cycle. Corresponding patterns of phase-averaged vorticity are
shown for purposes ofcomparison.
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Figure 6<1: Representations orthe hydrodynamic contribution to the aeoustic !)(l\\'er integr:ll :!l thrcc
SliCCCSS1\C phases of the oscillation cycle, Corresponding patterns of phase-awraged \(1rticit~ are
shll\\11 for purposes ofcomparison,
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Figure 6b: Transverse (y direction) projections of the magnitude ofthe hydrodynamic
contribution to the acoustic power integral c~>ITesponq.ing to the evolution of the phase-averaged
patterns ofFigure 6a. Images show constant contours ofthis quantity. In all images, the
minimum contour level is -218,092 m1p,z and the mcrement is 28,064 rrils2• The fIrst level above
zero is omitted for clearer illustration of the shear layer:
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Figure 6b: Tr,ms\erse (y direction) IJrOj\:Ttions orihe magnIlulk or the hydrodynam1e
clJ!1lnbution to the acoustic pl)\\'er llltcgral corresponding to the eH)lution or the phase-a\"eraged
panerns of Figure (la. Images SI1O\\" const,ll1t contours or th1S qu'll1tity. In all Images. the
1l111l1l11Ulll contour leH?1 is -J] 8.091ms· and the incremcnt is 1SJ)(J-+ IllS:. The first lc:\'c] abo\e
/ero h ol11!tlcd rOr clearer 1]]us1rCluon ofthc shcar laycr.
(
Figure 6c: Streamwise (x direction) projections of the magnitude of the hydrodynamic .
contribution to the acoustic power integral·corresponding to the evolution of the phase-averaged
patterns ofFigure 6a. Images show constant contours of this quantity. In all images, the
minimum contour level is -33,545 mM and the increment is 5,895 mM. The fIrst level above zero
is omitted for clearer illustration of the shear layer.
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Figure 6c: :-;U-cclill\\l~C (\ dJrcctioll) prOlcctloll~ orthc 111clgJ11tlldc orthc hydrodynamic
cl\!llribuli\\lll\) thc clCOll~tlC p\)\\cr Ill\egral corre~pondlllg to the e\Oill\iun urthe phase-c1\craged
;1~111cnb o~-Figurc (lcl. j111age~ shcJI\ C0l1~tc111\ contour~ Or\hl~ l]ucm\Jty. In a1l1111ages. the
111l11'11111111 C\1l1tdl!r k\ei l' -:;:i.5-!-5 111 s and the IllCre111ellt is 5_S C)5 illS. The rJrst k\el abo\c .len)
1:-- nr:nittcd f()J- C1C~1l\_'r Jlluslrallon O1'1hc ~hc~lr L.1 \" ('1".
Figure 6d: Transverse (y direction) projections of the magnitude of the hydrodynamic contribution to the
acoustic power integral. Images show constant contours ofthis quantity. Upper image represents the phase-
'averagedpattern. The middle and bottom images show instantaneous patterns. The minimum contour level is
-215,540mls2and the increment is 30,616mJs2•
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Figure 6d:lr~l11s\erse Iy direction) proJectll)J1S l'J' the magnitude oj' the hydrodynamic contributlOl1 to the
~:Cl)lhtlc' ,'(1\\e'r Illk'gra1. 1111~lges shtH\ Cl'll:.;t~1I1t el>i1tOllrS oJ'thlS qU~lntil\·. lpper IIlElge r;2prcScnls the phase-
p~lltern. The Illlddk ~l11d bottom mElges shl)\'. llht~mtaneous p~ltterns. The 111 III il11 um contour lc\TI is
-=1~ .5"+! ,J 111 < ~lnd the l'ncrClllL'nt j:--; 3()J) 1()-n1 < .
(
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Figure 6e:Streamwise (x direction) projections ofthe magnitude ofthehydrodynamic contribution to the
.acoustic power integral. Images show constant contours ofthis quantity. Upper image represents the
phase-averaged pattern. The minimum contour level is -33,544 mM and the increment is 5,896m/s2• The
middle and bottom images show instantaneous patterns. The minimum contour level is -101,320 rrl!s2
andthe increment is 1l,988m/s2• ' ' .
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Figure 6e: SlreZlIll\\ise (:\ direction) prOjCctlOns 0 rthe IllZlgnilude orthc hydrodynalllic contribution to the
:lCOUSUC p()\\cr ll1tcgral. llllZlges show constant contours or thIs quantity. Lpper Illlage represents the
ph:1Se-cj\'cr:1:;ed pattern. The lllil1llllulll contour len:1 IS -33.544 tnS' and thc IllCrelllcnt IS 5.896 111S'. The
middle :md bottonl Illlages sho\\' II1stantZlneous patlerns. The lllll1illlulll contour Ic\el is -101.320 111S'
Jild the ilKremelll(!s 11.988 I11S·".
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Figure 7a: Representative instantaneous images that show the nature ofnon~phase-locked
formation oflarge-scale clusters of vorticity. Top image is from the phase-locked sequence,
middle image is from the left sideband and bottom image is from the right sideband of the non-
phase':'locked images. In all images, the minimum contour level is -16,000 sec·1 and the increment
is 1,280 sec· l • The first two levels above and below zero are omitted for clearer illustration of the
flow structure.
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Figu re 7a: Representa tI\C II1stant,jneous Images tha t silo\\· the na lUre 0 f non-phase-loe ked
formation of large-scalcclustcrs of \ortieity. Top 1Il1age IS ii·om the phase-locked sequenee.
middle image is ii·om the left sIdeband and bottom image IS ihml the right sideband of the non-
ph~lse-locked images. In all images. the minimum contour lc\el is -16.000 scc ' and the increment
·:s 1.280 sec. The first t\\O le\"\:ls abo\·e and belO\\ zero are omitted for clearer illustration of the
lio\\ structureI
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Fig~re 7b: Effect of including sideband images on the calculation of the phase-averaged image.
The first image shows the original phase-average, which is based only on phase-locked,
instantaneous images. The second image is a phase-average based on the.same instantaneous
images used in the.phase-average of the first (top)jmage, but includingone n~1!:phase-locked
image from the right sideband and one from the left sideband. The third image inCludes tWo riori~­
phase-locked images from each sideband, and the fourth image includes three non-phase-locked
images from each sideband.
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Figure 7b: Effect of lI1cludmg sIdeband Images on the caicuiation of the phase-m'eraged i1118ge,
Thc ill'st image ShO\\5 thc ong1l1al phase-a\'erage, whIch 1S b8sed only on phase-locked.
ilbWnl~lI1eOU5 Images, The second Image 1S a phase-a\Trage based on the same instantaneous
Im~lgcs used III tIre phase-a\C:rage of the first (top) image, but mcluding one non-phase-Icicked
Image ii'om the right sideband and one ii'om the len sideband, The third image includes two non-
phase-iocked Images jJ'om eaeh sideband. and the fourth image includes three non-phase-Iocked
Im~lges ii'om each sideband,
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